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sume by extension that lentiviral vectors
would be less prone to such a dramatic side
effect because they avoid integrating their
genomes close to promoters? It is true that
MLV readily induces leukemia in mice,
whereas no lentivirus has been observed to
cause cancer (superinfection with other
viruses and loss of immune surveillance, not
HIV itself, are responsible for malignancies
observed in AIDS). Nevertheless, other fac-
tors may be important. First, HIV and other
lentiviruses usually infect terminally differ-
entiated cells, that is, cells far less likely than
immature progenitors to embark upon un-
controlled proliferation. Second, lentiviruses
in general may be more cytopathic than on-
coretroviruses, which implies that their tar-
get cells may rarely live long enough to be-
come transformed. Still, and even though

some enhancers are capable of influencing
promoters from great distances, the possibil-
ity that lentiviral vectors are less likely than
their oncoretroviral counterparts to cause tu-
mors by insertional mutagenesis calls for a
careful comparison of their oncogenic poten-
tial in relevant animal models. 

Notably, a degree of “transcriptional im-
munity” seems to protect integrated HIV vec-
tors from their genomic environment, at least
in some situations. The successful generation
of transgenic animals by lentivector-mediated
transduction of single-cell embryos or em-
bryonic stem cells indicates that lentiviral
vectors are not developmentally silenced (14).
This sharply contrasts with oncoretro-
viruses, which in similar settings become po-
tently repressed by methylation-dependent
and -independent epigenetic mechanisms (15).

Whether the avoidance of promoter regions or
some other cis-acting phenomenon explains
the ability of lentiviral vectors to resist these
negative influences is only one of many excit-
ing questions raised by the Wu et al. study.
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I
n an atomic “clock,” an oscillator is locked
to a well-defined and reproducible atomic
resonance frequency, allowing time to be

measured with extraordinary precision and
accuracy. Ultracold atoms provide particular-
ly accurate clocks because they move ex-
tremely slowly, reducing errors and uncer-
tainties associated with motion. The realiza-
tion of Bose-Einstein condensates—dilute
atomic samples at nanokelvin temperatures
(1)—may enable further improvements in
precision time measurements.

However, atomic in-
teractions may shift the
atomic energy levels,
limiting the accuracy of
atomic clocks made with
Bose-Einstein conden-
sates (2, 3). At ultralow
temperatures, atoms can
only collide head-on.
Because the Pauli exclu-
sion principle prevents two indistinguishable
fermions from being in the same state at the
same time, indistinguishable fermions can-
not collide. Therefore, fermion atoms may
provide clock transitions that exhibit no col-
lisional shift, providing an intriguing alter-
native (2) to bosonic atoms.

On page 1723 of this issue (4), Gupta et
al. realize such a fermion clock transition
without collisional shifts. In their experi-
ment, (fermionic) 6Li gas is cooled to a few
microkelvins with the help of (bosonic)

sodium. An infrared laser beam then traps
the 6Li atoms in the lowest energy levels
(see the first figure). Starting with all atoms
either in state 1 or 2, Gupta et al. show that
the radio-frequency clock transition (see
first figure) is not affected by collisions (4).

Because of radio-frequency transfer from
one level to the other, atoms should no longer
be indistinguishable, because they occupy two
different “spin” states. Hence collisions should
take place. Yet, the authors argue that interac-
tion with the radio-frequency radiation induces

a coherent superposition
of the two different spin
states and hence the atoms
remain, at least for a
while, indistinguishable
and no collisional shift
takes place. Only after the
coherence of the superpo-
sition state is lost, with the
subsequent formation of a

pure statistical mixture of the two states, colli-
sional shifts are again observed.

When collisions affect two atomic levels in
a different way, the relevant transition frequen-
cy can be changed dramatically. In the optical
domain such an effect has been crucial for ob-
taining a signature of a hydrogen Bose-
Einstein condensate (5). Important changes in
the collisional perturbation of an atomic level
can be induced by resonances (6, 7), which oc-
cur when the collision energy of two free atoms
coincides with that of a quasi-bound molecular
state between the two free atoms. In such scat-
tering resonances, produced by means of
an external magnetic field, the scattering
length can be tuned from large positive (re-

pulsion) to large negative (attraction) values.
Radio-frequency spectroscopy allows

this behavior of ultracold atoms to be mon-
itored, as shown by Gupta et al. for 6Li (4)
and, independently, by Regal and Jin for 40K
(8). The magnitude and sign of the frequen-
cy shift of a transition involving a level af-
fected by a Feshbach resonance turn out to
depend on the magnitude and sign of the
scattering length (see the second figure).

In the experiment of Gupta et al., very
small shifts are observed for magnetic fields
above 630 G where instead a Feshbach reso-
nance recently measured around 800 G by
Bourdel et al. (9) should lead to a huge shift.
These deviations from the expected behavior
indicate that something new is happening.
When the scattering length becomes compa-
rable with the interatomic spacing, the scat-
tering cross section reaches its maximum
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and no longer depends on the scattering
length. This is known as the unitarity limit
regime. The quenching of the shift in the
lithium spectrum measured by Gupta et al.
could be related to this phenomenon. Regal
and Jin have reported a similar saturation in
the radio-frequency reconstruction of
Feshbach resonances in potassium. Radio-
frequency techniques certainly provide addi-
tional insights into this puzzling behavior of
strongly interacting Fermi systems (10).

The Feshbach resonance at 800 G between
the two lowest states of 6Li has been used by
O’Hara et al. (11) to create a strongly inter-
acting Fermi gas. Their observation of an
anisotropic expansion following a sudden re-
lease of the gas did not, however, provide un-
ambiguous evidence for a Fermi superfluid.
Anisotropic expansion can arise not only from
superfluidity but also from strong collisional
effects. Regal et al. and Bourdel et al. (9) have
shown, respectively, for fermionic potassium
and lithium, that a strongly interacting lithium
Fermi gas that is not yet in the superfluid
phase can indeed expand anisotropically. The
precise radio-frequency control of interac-

tions around a Feshbach resonance may help
in characterizing superfluid features also for
strongly interacting fermionic potassium (8).

Radio-frequency spectroscopy was invent-
ed by Fermi and Rasetti as a tool for investi-
gating atomic spectra (12). Nearly 80 years
later, the same technique is used to character-
ize intriguing effects associated with the
Fermi quantum statistics. Through its applica-
tion to degenerate Fermi gases, radio-frequen-
cy spectroscopy allows interactions between
fermions to be probed with unprecedented ac-
curacy, particularly in regimes where univer-
sal laws and fascinating phenomena such as
superfluidity may be explored.

Further important developments are ahead
of us. Ramping a magnetic field through a
Feshbach resonance has been used as one of
the ways to couple bosonic atoms into mole-
cules. Fermionic atoms appear to be better
candidates. Ultracold molecules have been
created by means of a Feshbach resonance in
a degenerate fermion potassium gas (13).
Radio-frequency spectroscopy turns out to be
important in detecting photodissociation
spectra of the weakly bound molecules.

With the production of ultracold mole-
cules, also speculated for 6Li (9, 14) excit-
ing developments are inevitable. Also, het-
eronuclear dimers may be formed out of
atomic mixtures (15). In this emerging new
scenario, radio-frequency spectroscopy will
certainly play a crucial role in deepening
our understanding of matter at such ultra-
low temperatures.
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M
ost economic theories minimize the
influence of human emotions and
assume that what people believe

and choose follows rationality principles.
Important principles include knowing how
much of one valuable good is worth one unit

of another; following
the rules of probabili-
ty in processing in-
formation; planning

ahead; resisting temptation; and guessing ac-
curately what others will do. These principles
have proved useful as mathematical building
blocks for devising aggregate theories of cor-
porate and market behavior. An emerging field
of study called “behavioral economics” takes
advantage of dramatic advances in psychology
and neuroscience. Behavioral economics re-
places strong rationality assumptions with
more realistic ones and explores their implica-
tions (1). A clear demonstration of how neural
evidence contributes to behavioral economics
is provided by Sanfey et al. on page 1755 of
this issue (2). These investigators analyzed
subjects with functional magnetic resonance
imaging as they played the “ultimatum game,”

and correlated activity in certain brain areas
with the cognitive and emotional processes in-
volved in economic decision-making. 

In their version of the ultimatum (or “take-
it-or-leave-it”) game, a proposer offers a divi-
sion of $10 to a responder, who accepts it
(ending the game) or rejects it, leaving both
players with nothing. The prediction is that re-
sponders who want to earn the most money
will take any offer; a self-interested proposer
who anticipates this will offer the smallest
amount. However, this prediction turns out to
be wrong (offers are typically around 50% of
the total amount, and 50% of low offers are
rejected). Functional magnetic resonance im-
aging shows why. Subjects whose brains were
imaged while they were presented with an un-
fair offer ($1 to $2 out of the $10 available)
showed greater activity in the bilateral anteri-
or insula of the brain, revealing that such an
offer created negative emotions. Those sub-
jects with the strongest activation of the ante-
rior insula rejected a higher proportion of un-
fair offers. The anterior cingulate (ACC), a
brain region that detects cognitive conflict,
also showed greater activity during presenta-
tion of an unfair offer, suggesting that this
area mediates the conflict between earning
money and feeling bad. These findings em-
phasize the importance of emotional influ-
ences in human decision-making.

In games like ultimatum bargaining, “play-
ers” with information choose “strategies” that,
collectively, create outcomes that players like
or dislike and to which they attach numerical
valuations (“utilities”). Game theory can link
economics to other sciences because it uses
the same tools to model interactions at many
different scientific levels (genes, firms, nation-
states). But doing so requires extending the
central assumptions of rational game theory,
namely, that players are (i) self-interested and
(ii) reach an “equilibrium” in which everyone
is choosing (or planning) strategies that yield
the best outcome, anticipating that others are
doing the same. An emerging approach called
“behavioral game theory” replaces these as-
sumptions with precise alternatives that are
more cognitively plausible (3).

One ingredient of behavioral game theory
is a model of “social utility,” showing how
players’ utilities for payoff allocations depend
on how much others get, as well as on their
own payoffs. This old idea is illustrated by
many experiments showing that people rou-
tinely cooperate in the “prisoner’s dilemma”
game, in which “defection” is always better for
one player but mutual “cooperation” makes
everyone in a group better off. Prisoner’s
dilemma cooperation is well established, but
evidence from newer games (like ultimatum
bargaining) help to calibrate precise social util-
ity functions that make fresh predictions (4). 

One new game is “trust.” In a trust game,
one player can invest money that is multiplied
(say, by 3) to reflect the investment’s produc-
tivity. A second trustee player can repay or
keep as much of the tripled investment as he
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